to model builders3 as it has some interesting implications if the e+e-annihilation cross-section is not completely dominated by the one-photon mechanism as has conventionally been assumed4. In particular, the polarization dependence of other mechanisms will induce an apparent time dependence of the annihilation cross-section corresponding to the polarization build up. As an interesting example, we present here a particular "nophoton ff mode15, which assumes that u~+~--hadrons at the.highest SPEAR energies is dominated by a heavy hadronic scalar (intermediate state)
resonance which couples directly to neutral (scalar) leptonic currents.
The origin of such a mechanism may find theoretical justification in a composite6 Higg's scalar within the framework of gauge models of the strong and weak interactions 798 .
It is simple enough to see how the difference in polarization dependence of the cross-section between one-photon and one-scalar intermediate states occurs. If an, annihilating electron and positron both carry the same helicity and if there is no relative orbital angular momentum, then the total angular momentum state (J, Jz) is described by where the z-axis is defined by the electron momentum vector at the annihilztion point. From angular momentum conservation, the photon and scalar are seen to couple only to the first and second components, respectively, of the state in Eq. (1). Furthermore, the photon contribution vanishes for energies large compared to the electron mass as the photon decouples from the helicity non-conserving part of the current. We shall therefore refer to the total cross-section corresponding to the state of P polarization described by Eq. (1) 
the scalar cannot contribute. We consequently denote the cross-section in this case as (T P Y' With unpolarized beams, these two cases occur with U equal probability and the cross-section (c TOT ) is given by: Combining Eqs . (3) and (5), we see that if P is the (common) polar-
ization coefficient of the beams, then -
Thus, for a time dependent polarization as described in Ref. 2,
machinewhere T = time from injection, 7 PO1 and 7 dep arendependent time parameters and 7 o = t GPO; ;dep)'l > Eq. (6) We shall now describe, at the phenomenological level, a model which adopts such a scalar mechanism to enhance the e+e--hadrons cross-section in the present energy range. We shall show that the model yields non-trivial predictions for some processes other than e+e-annihilation, and that it easily survives all present experimental tests.
We postulate the existence of a hadronic scalar field CI, of mass m+, with the quantum numbers of the vacuum' and which Yukawa-couples to leptons, 1, and quarks, q, as described by the interaction Lagrangian
where' h N e2 and g -1. The reader will recall that similar scalar fields -4-are present in various gauge theory models of the weak and strong inter-4 actions.
These are the by now well known Higg's fields 10 , which are conventionally introduced as elementary fields on the Lagrangian level.
The effect of such fields other than the provision of the origin of symmetry breaking are usually minimized in those models by requiring that they be sufficiently massive.
Our attitude is that they need not be so experimentally inaccessible and that they may indeed be responsible for the surprising results from SPEAR. We also feel that, purely within the context of gauge theories, there are notable advantages if such scalars are bound states6.
Eq. (8) 
where F is the width of +, and g( k2= s ), h( s ) are presumably slowly varying functions for s in the neighborhood of rng. Using Eq. (9) together with the usual one-photon ( colored ) quark-,model contribution,. it is easy to fit the preliminary SPEAR data 12 which are consistent with an approximately constant cross-section of -23nb for 9 Ge 3 ss"-25C+ j! . However, given the magnitude of the reported error bars 12 , and the number of parameters that are at our disposal in Eq. (9), as well as the quark-model parameter in the one-photon contribution, it is pointless to write down &y particular fit at this time 13,14 , In any case, this is not our intent here as such a fit can be obtained from many different models 15
and our model is no more compelling than any other (except, perhaps, to gauge theorists already accustomed to the use of Higg' s scalars). Bather, we want to point out that models of the kind presented here, although not fnconsistent with the present data, are subject to critical polarization tests.
Of course, like any other, this model must meet the tests of many well-established experiments, and we discuss a few here briefly. Typi,-tally, when one fiddles with leptonic couplings one must maintain the good agreement of QED with such experiments as Bhabha scattering, e 6 -C;'P-, the value of ( g-2 ) for the muon, and the Lamb shift in muonic atoms. There are many qualitative predictions implicit in the scalar @ model.
We have not sufficiently detailed the + -multihadrons vertex to make specific statements about the hadronic final states. For instance, we cannot explain the large ratio ( -1 ) of neutral to charged particles that has been observed at SPEAR, although the fact that + has opposite Cparity to the photon might be a clue. Nonetheless, one would naturally expect a typically hadronic fall-off in the transverse momentum distri-I bution which is indeed observed 12 . Also, because ch is a scalar and be-4 cause it provides a growing contribution to the annihilation cross-section as & approaches the +-mass and as 7 ( time from beam injection ) increases, the one-particle inclusive distribution as a function of 0 ( the angle between the detected particle and the beams ) should behave like 1 + a (s, 7) cos2B with a(s, T) decreasing toward a small value ( << 1 ) in that limit.
The 9 will be difficult to see in purely hadronic scattering experiments as we expect it to be very broad and to decay preferentially into the argument around and use it to predict that if the error bars on the SPEAR data can be reduced, a peak in the annihilation cross-section at 22 s w 16 GeV2 will be revealed .
In conclusion, we have presented a model which appears to be con- Contribution of + to the amplitude for e+e--hadrons.
